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Ultra Thin VGA Monitor Cable Male-to-Male - 1.5 ft

Super Thin VGA Monitor Cable

VEXT-UTHN-1-5-MM

VEXT-THN-xx












No ghosting and no degradation - guaranteed.
Diameter: 0.225”.
Ideal for applications where space is tight.
Gold plated contacts.
Supports 1920x1200 (WUXGA) video resolution up to 25 feet.
Supports 1280x1024 (SXGA) video resolution up to 50 feet.
Wire gauge: 30AWG
Three 75 ohm micro coaxial cables.
The shield consists of mylar foil, braided shield and drain wire.
•• Drain wire and braid connected to connector shell.
Male 15HD to female 15HD extension VEXT-THN-xx.
•• Available lengths: 6/10/25/35/50 feet.
Male 15HD to male 15HD interface VEXT-THN-xx-MM.
•• Available lengths: 15/25/35/50 feet.

Ultra Thin VGA Monitor Cable with Ferrites Male-to-Male - 3/6/10/15/25/50 ft














No ghosting and no degradation – guaranteed.
Diameter: 0.200”.
Ideal for applications where space is tight.
Gold plated contacts.
Three 75 ohm micro coaxial cables.
The shield consists of mylar foil, braided shield and drain wire.
Shallow backshell.
Supports 1920x1200 (WUXGA) video resolution.
Same video transmission quality as traditional thicker monitor cable.
The conductors for the three color lines are 30AWG coaxial, while the
remaining conductors are 32AWG stranded wire.
Male 15HD to male 15HD interface.
Available length: 1.5 feet.

Thin VGA Monitor Cables with Gold
Connectors & Ferrites

VEXT-UTHN-F-xx-MM













VEXT-THN-GF-XX

Ferrite cores at each end protect against EMI and RFI interference.
No ghosting and no degradation – guaranteed.
Diameter: 0.200”.
Ideal for applications where space is tight.
Three 75 ohm micro coaxial cables.
The shield consists of mylar foil, braided shield and drain wire.
Shallow backshell.
Supports 1920x1200 (WUXGA) video resolution.
Same video transmission quality as traditional thicker monitor cable.
The conductors for the three color lines are 30AWG coaxial, while the
remaining conductors are 32AWG stranded wire.
Male 15HD to male 15HD interface.
Available lengths: 3/6/10/15/25/50 feet.
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Gold plated connectors for smooth, corrosion-free connections.
Ferrite cores at each end protect against EMI and RFI interference.
Diameter: 0.236”
No ghosting and no degradation – guaranteed.
Ideal for applications where space is tight.
The shield consists of mylar foil, braided shield and drain wire.
Shallow backshell.
Supports 1920x1200 (WUXGA) video resolution up to 50 feet.
The conductors for the three color lines are 30AWG coaxial, while the
remaining conductors are 32AWG stranded wire.
Male 15HD to female 15HD extension, VEXT-THN-GF-xx
Male 15HD to male 15HD interface VEXT-THN-GF-xx-MM.
Available lengths: 1.5/3/6/10/15/25/35/50 feet.
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